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Talk to your ad sales rep about distribution for the upcoming issue.

Click here for rates and sizes

2022 - Issue #3

Interested in placing an ad?   sales@uphere.ca

The goal of this publication is to 
not only find applicants, but also to 
convince them that the North is a 
great place to live, work and play.  

We do this by distributing 30,000 
copies of each issue of Move Up 
Here to areas of Canada where you 
might find suitable applicants. And 
in each issue we include information 
that could help potential applicants 
make the decision to move up here.  
This issue we talk about “learning” 
and introduce the many libraries 
and museums across the three 
territories. And we continue to focus 
on individuals who came North for  

a year and have stayed a lifetime.  
Each of our three annual issues 
goes to different locations and as 
an advertiser you can have a say in 
helping us select these locations.  

Job ads that appear in Move Up 
Here are also placed on the  
Up Here website job board  

Browse back issues of Move Up Here 
at uphere.ca/magazines/move-here

Book your ad into all three issues 
(November, March and July) and 
reach a different part of Canada 
with each issue. 

If you are an employer looking for staff, Move Up Here 
may be able to help find future employees. 

Ad reservations: Sept. 30 
Ad materials: Oct. 5 
Off press:     End of October 

The North desperately 
needs qualified people to fill 
hundreds of job vacancies 
across the three territories

https://uphere.ca/sites/default/files/MoveUp2021-10-04-2022MediaKit_sales.pdf

